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For an effortless coffee experience
With our reliable and easy-to-use coffee machines, we not only offer delicious coffee, but also an effortless coffee experience in every environment. Delicious coffee. Anywhere and anytime. Hassle-free.









 Meet our coffee machines
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Coffee made easy
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The touch of genuine quality
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Connected by design
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Elegant and distinctive
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Trustworthy
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Stylishly designed



 


Why a De Jong DUKE coffee machine?
Our coffee machines are known for their reliability, ease of use and low total cost of ownership. Since 1957 we have strived to build trust with high quality products. Over the years we introduced various innovative coffee solutions such as our patented CoEx® brewer and our machines have earned acclaim for their striking design. It's our passion to create the most reliable coffee machines in the industry.

More about us









Connect your coffee machine
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Explore the possibilities of a connected coffee machine. With our ConnectMe solution, you can manage and monitor your coffee machine remotely from your desktop or tablet with this add-on option.


It optimizes your service processes and increases sales opportunities. ConnectMe enables a full two-way communication. Turn your coffee machine into a communication platform. 

Note: standard data charges apply.

Learn more





Our machines around the world
Coffee is the most popular drink in the world. A day in the office starts with a good cup of coffee. That's why our coffee machines can be found worldwide. Contact us to experience an effortless coffee experience.





Latest news
View all news



de Jong DUKE at HOST Exhibition
18 September 2023





ConnectMe registers 100 million consumptions
1 November 2019





Virtu video now available!
20 May 2019
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Connect with us  


de Jong DUKE LLC (North America) 
12680 Delta Street                +1 734 403 1708
Taylor, MI, 48180 
U.S.A.

de Jong DUKE (international)
Marisstraat 2                  +31 184 209 767
3364 AZ Sliedrecht
The Netherlands


Connect with us  
Home page
Coffee machines
ConnectMe option
About
Jobs




  Login My DJD
  {{ errors.first('login') }} 
  {{ errors.first('password') }} 
 You entered a wrong username/password combination 
 You have entered an incorrect password 5 times. Your account has been blocked for security reasons. Contact us to unblock it. 

Help, I have lost my password
Login



     Reset your password
  {{ errors.first('email') }} 

Questions? Contact us via [email protected]
Send


We have emailed reset instructions to: test {{ form.email }}


      





Read more

No results found based on your search criteria.


 We use cookies to improve our service.  Learn more about our cookie statement and settings. 



   Why we use cookies
De Jong DUKE uses functional and analytical cookies. A cookie is a small text file that is stored on your computer by the web browser. Cookies are not programs that run on a user's system and can damage files. This way the internet user is recognized and the website can function better. No personal data is collected when functional and analytical cookies are collected. Read our cookie statement.

Functional cookies (necessary)

Analytical cookies


Save cookies



  


